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Dear Fly Fishing Enthusiasts 

Fly of the Month:  

Caddidge 

 

It’s about now when most fly 

fishermen put their rod in the case 

and store it for use in the coming 

spring.  And why not the hoppers 

have disappeared, the mahoganies 

and the flavs are tailing out and those 

exciting days of summer with PMD’s 

carpeting the surface are well over.  I 

remember a time in the early 80’s 

that I was that guy.  On November 

17, 1983 my dry fly world was turned 

upside down when I witnessed the 

surface of a local river littered with 

feeding fish.  I was carrying a 

shotgun on a chukar hunt and I stood 

in awe as large rainbows slowly and rhythmically rose to the surface below me, there were 

hundreds of them as far as the eye could see.  That was my intro to winter dry fly fishing, and 

since that day I’ve indulged myself in it, and developed dry fly patterns that make fish eat during 

that time window.  Since we started the fly company in 2008, we’ve introduced literally hundreds 

of fly fishers to winter fishing, and many of these people are now bigger addicts than me. I will 

honestly tell you out right; the winter is my favorite time of year to fish a dry fly.  Period! 

 

Our new website is now up and 

running. Should you have time, please 

take a peek; we’re open to any 

suggestions that might make the site 

more helpful and user friendly. 

 

It’s just about rollout time for our new 

fly patterns.  Here’s a first look at the 

patterns which will be available for 

purchase in late November.  We’ve 

also put together our new winter packs 

for 2013 and 2014.  It’s two each of 

our top seven winter flies in one 

convenient pack, and it’s presented a sample to see which flies work best for you.  We also have 

two videos that cover the fundamentals of winter fishing and fishing in a BWO hatch (See page 2)  

If we can be of assistance in helping you get started winter fishing, please contact us at any time.   

 

Many thanks and best of luck 

mailto:geoff@dryflyinnovations.com
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com
http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/categories/midges


 Tip of the Month 

PROPER SET UP AND DELIVERY IN A WINTER HATCH 

 
In winter fish feed differently than the warmer months of spring and summer; 

they will not travel to your offering.  Fish stage up in slow riffle and slicks and 

establish a feeding lane, once positioned they hold their ground.  Winter hatches 

produce small bugs, often prolific in numbers so the fish will only eat the bug 

that enters his feeding lane.  That feeding lane is roughly four inches wide or two 

inches on either side of his head, so don’t expect the fish to eat your bug if you 

miss his lane. 

 
So armed with that information perfect positioning would always be above the 

fish shooting the fly down stream to the fish’s feeding position.  That keeps all 

your tippet, tapered leader, and dry fly line above the fish and serves the fly pre-

cisely to that four inch window, which is the fish’s strike zone.  If you use this 

system of delivery on all fish feeding in a hatch your success rate will instantly 

multiply. 

$19.95 $19.95 

http://www.dryflyinnovations.com/categories/instructional
www.dryflyinnovations.com/categories/fishing-dvds


New Arrivals 

Hoagie Midge #20 

Searching Emerger Dark #16, #14 2X Long Hook 

Searching Emerger Light #16, #14 2X Long Hook 

Dry Fly Adventures has one more film trip for the year and we will be back on 

Youtube after show season!  If you have missed any here is the link:  

http://www.youtube.com/user/rabecorvo


Winter Pack  

2 Blood Midges #22, #20 2 BWO Emergers #22, #20 2 Black  Emergers #22, #20 

2 BWO Comparadun #20 2 BWO No Hackles #22, #20 2 BWO Single Upright Wing #22, #20 

2 Caddidge #22 

14 Bugs 

$28 


